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Peter Gottwald, I claim myself and such rights are enforced by legal rights and legal justice, I 

declare my person as the legal owner of all the land of which are within a reasonably sextilion 

light years (according sextilion long mathematics) from the sun in the solar system that is 

naturally our planet Earth. Recognize so because such rights exist and are operational, rights are 

legal and I can exercise such rights with full force, without the possibility of any devaluation of 

rights and values from other legal or natural person. 

At the same time, I can as the only recognizes as such owner, I was the only person who 

manage these lands attend, exploit, process and disseminate or utilized, maintain and develop 

the area. I also am capable of colonizing these lands and create civilization, to represent the land 

and maintain land administration or administrative duty to owners. Therefore, I am full of 

values and rights, I can say that I am the person who is the only one who can declare these lands 

own and in a way to use them, because I am the one who can own these lands and plots of the 

ground. 

At the same time, I want to declare that these lands can I be appropriated as their own, 

according to according to my proven values, values which are really capable of these sites every 

day to visit and use them important step is to expand or land values draw. Therefore I am full 

value of their owners. 

Then, in my other interest is the utilization of these lands or by depending on the economic 

strategy for the development of these lands want to sell off with federal privacy entities or 

natural persons. 

The lots are owned by me, my person and therefore I can decide on these lands through legal 

name of the owner of the land. Therefore, I decide that the land must always be strategically 

handled. Strategic decisions through international alliance which consists of all governments 

around the world and together Such a club will be located and its political act on the territory of 

WD, the WD political values. International political equanimity and democratically Association 

will jointly decide on the use of land and develop common strategies for creating a project, 

plans to develop and expand our civilization in these positions, depending on the best strategies 

and needs or equity, depending on the economic strategy and civilization abilities or needs to 

Managament. 

In such a way in the form of the sale of my property will then attract investment to support joint 

projects, plans and strategies for the development of civilization who are registered for selling 

land, according to the commonly assessed values of the project and in dependence value of the 

sites, with land area by conducting or capitalist economy functions . Such a strategy for the 

development of civilization in our international association which is headquartered in the heart 

of WD, together we will created our strategy and legal movements, as well as jointly soon get 

cooperation with alien civilizations and create territorial relations, common relationships to 

develop common civilization. 

Therefore, I'll set up in such a manner preliminary Our international formations, formation in 

political office under the constitution of the body and ,,the World Diamond '', therefore may 

develop full value of a new political international association which is full of equanimity, a 

democratically functioning entity that is based on our common Each government cooperation 

between all countries around the world. The new political entity that has the interest to enhance  

joint international civilization, devise joint strategies and therefore we unite together we can 

present our civilization, in accordance with the International Space agreement that is only 

partially valid internationally for assistance approved by the UNGA. 

Therefore, I will also establish a new World Bank for development values on foreign planets 

and, therefore, our bank will be located in the center,, WD ',, and ED' 'under economic value 

WD, partly ED. 

Right now and because of my situation too much earlier, several years back, I can with the help 

of my legal names proposed by the Bank publicly that land markets will be led by the systems 

that are dependent on common interests of the international group, meeting under the WD, and 

therefore will deal with land only in our interests and location of manipulating land, according 

to our needs, naturalness and economic strategies for the development of civilization or, other  
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joint projects. According to the joint development strategy, without wasting sale of land 

unusable site whose manner impair the value of development strategies. 

Therefore, each plot will be divided into parcels, according to the development strategy, and 

only then can the land be sold at full value. Until the full development strategy quite rightly, an 

international association, then into this time will not be sold land, since there use the land or on 

land not need to benefit financial gain. Until full meted good enough development strategy, then 

I'm not interested to sell these lands. At a time when the Land for sale, land will be sold by 

developed agreements with legal counsel and companies who are continuously in development 

of management. Subsequently, the governments of the countries and between individuals who 

are interested in obtaining land. Legal and fair, according to the best intervention. 

Everyone profits from the sale of land will be stored on a common account in the main World 

Bank for developing the value on foreign planets. Any such gains and such value will in any 

case exploited by the development of aerospace projects and concerted plan in space, at the 

same time according to the needs of addicts managament plan agreed at the International 

League the WD. 

All obtained funds from the sale of these lands will be used only for the development of 

civilization and joint projects on our planets and plots. 

My person as the legal owners of the land, I have frequently used for personal gain for me and it 

Payout 10% from each sold or leased property, the same thing from every trade on these lands 

which are legally value in my personal property. At the same time gives a personal right 

because I was able to sell or lease the land, commercially manipulated according to my own 

needs and decisions or depending on my personal project for the development of civilization, if 

it will not be a location in the form of an international strategy and WD association or other 

legal entity, if I consented to such sales. 

Therefore, I can keep your own personal gain and manipulate a profit. Therefore, Can I store my 

own gain and profit by manipulating own strategies for the development of my civilization or 

other types of centers in order to legal rights and issues. 

Continuing with my present situation, European governments earth are immediately required 

immediately to pay financial penalties that will be imposed on the value of the area all my land 

and their economic value in which are aggregated value blocked time my people, because the 

value of time blocked the project and the right to possession values. The fine that will be 

imposed by full rights, justice and values. 

At the same time it is in my interests to suggest filing a criminal complaint against the illegal 

sale of land through Mr. Dennis Hoppe and his trading company the Lunar Embassy, which is 

located on the website, http://lunarembassy.com. 

Mr. Dennis Hoppe sell land that can not belong to their ownership and rights for manipulation. 

His rights are not based on justifiable reasons and patterns, according to the natural steps of 

man. Mr. Denis Hoppe never visited most of the planets in our solar system, and therefore, he 

can not own this planet. 

In my claim that we humans can own land only on those planets that we are able to visit and 

people. This means that only people who have gone in history for right-owned land on foreign 

planets, it's just a country United States because they were the first ones to set foot on our moon 

from planet Earth. Today, the planet Mars is only monitored through the probes and satellites. 

Therefore, the planet Mars may just be guided in planning for economic development in respect 

of international groups, the values shared sovereignty, if under the legal right to free human 

society, the person who first set foot on a planet, he did not make its sovereignty. Today, the 

planet Mars has the inherent value of Terra Nullius, because no individual is able to visit her in 

any way. 

At the same time, Mr. Dennis Hope was decided that on a planet will be sold in the form of 

public lands at the same time he founded his own passport to travel and guided citizenship in 

space, as if he were the principal owners of these planets and territories, with the recognition of 

sovereignty. 

Today, Mr. Hope recognizes other another planet on which we humans, and even he, nobody  
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owns no near information, none of this planet not beat able to visit. Therefore, in my opinion, it 

is not possible that Mr. Hope they can sell these lands and gave the benefit of charged income  

from illegal values. Mr. Denis Hope is forced to relinquish these funds. 

At the same time, the authorities in San Francisco are duty to settle any problems and is 

responsible for our mistake, because nobody can own land or people who have not yet visited. 

At the same time, if someone owns a piece of land he must be able to represent and maintain. 

That today is never able to. 

On the other hand, I can therefore legal to declare a legally owned the other planets in the solar 

system, and with the exception of the planet Earth and the Moon, because these planets they 

belong to other people, to mankind by government’s of country the Planet Earth and at the same 

time USA in the natural satellite Moon. The Venus, Saturn, Jupiter and other planet, this not can 

own Denis Hope because, he not have visit on this planet’s. 

I'm already a lot of single person who has full and legal rights to possess the land which is in my 

travel abilities, in the range transport ability of my technology, according to all the rights and 

values, with internationally recognized rights and values. 

Mr. Denis Hope would like to sell land that does not belong and are intended future 

development of civilization, for us or for our generation according to our needs, not their 

problem, oppositional step Denise Mr. Hope. 

  

Therefore, I ask for an early formation of a joint alliance with any government countries around 

the world, international battalion that will be conducted under the WD. At the same time, then 

we can together ensure justice and restoration of the land under the full value of our rights and 

justice, each of us and in order to sufficiently capable system. That means recognizing justice, 

strategy and system, the necessary steps for the best possibilities of our future generations. 

 

 

Thank you and I wish you luck, thank you for your attention. 

 

The document was drawn up on March 4, 2015, 

on the site of Madrid, Europe, Planet Earth. 

 

 

The signature of the copyright owner's legal rights and designed according to the 

document. 
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